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As an important finance decision in listed firms, dividend policy plays a 
prominent role in the research field for theory and practice. But cash dividend has been 
confusing topic in corporate finance,so Black(1976) called dividend policy as "the 
dividend puzzle".And "the dividend puzzle" not only exists in China’s security 
market,but also exhibit itself as a particular phenomenon. 
Based on summarizing dividend policies in Chinese security market, this paper 
divides listed firms into two types:firms without financing demand and firms with 
financing demand. Under the framework of Tirole(2001) and considering the yields of 
ultimate controller's control rights, this paper deduces a simple model of cash dividend 
policy for firms without financing demand and a theory model incorporated with 
renegotiation mechanism of cash dividend policy for firms with financing demand. 
Based on the theory model, this paper puts forward some pieces of hypotheses, 
and uses data of China’s listed firms to carry out empirical tests. The conclusions is 
that for listed firms without financing demand ,the separation between cash flow rights 
and controlling rights of ultimate controller has negatively correlated with cash 
dividend policy; and for listed firms with financing demand, the separation has "U 
shape" correlation with cash dividend policy, and the corresponding separation for the 
lowest point of "U shape" ,which is close to the annual maximum value, is much 
greater than the annual mean separation of ultimate controller. 
Furthermore, this paper proposes an influence mechanism: the ultimate controller 
of firms without financing demand would deduce cash dividend by invalid investment 
to expropriate listed firm's profits; the ultimate controller of firms with financing 
demand would not sacrifice his interests to support listed firm and meet requirements 
of CSRC,but he would manage earnings by balancing annual profits so as to meet 
requirements of CSRC and avoid sacrificing his interests. 
The last part of this paper studies the influence of the inner and outer supervision 
mechanism on cash dividend policy and gets the empirical conclusions: institutional 














significantly increase cash dividend for firms without financing demand,while top2 – 
top 10 big shareholders can't. And for firms with financing demand, top2 - top10 big 
shareholders and international reputable audit firms can significantly increase cash 
dividend for with finance demanding firms ， while institutional investors and 
independent directors can't. And this paper presents the corresponding policy 
suggestions.  
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